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Can you give us a sense of the marketplace in
terms of deal flow and valuations?
Ruffel: First, let’s talk about deal flow given the
current environment. Equity markets in
particular have taken a staggering hit in early
2020 and, combined with fee pressure and the
move to passive, many managers are facing
existential storm clouds. But the flipside to that
coin has been growing interest in capacityconstrained and niche strategies offered by
boutique-sized firms with long operating track
records and a proven history of doing business.
And those are the firms we invest in.

Beck: We’re also seeing the number of M&A
transactions consistently increase year-over-year.
We believe this will continue for the foreseeable
future and that transactions will increase at
around 10% to 15% each year. But we think
the average size of those transactions will decline
over time. In the wealth management space, as
Rob pointed out, we are reaching multiples north
of 12 that make you scratch your head and
wonder if one can be profitable over time.
Is there a difference between valuing a wealth
manager and a boutique asset manager?

Jakacki: I can’t speak to other approaches, but
the way we approach valuing
In our history we’ve done only
these businesses is to look at the
two long-only equity investments.
drivers of a firm’s revenue and
Both of those happen to have
We
have
a
free cash flow and ascertain the
performed well but it’s
sustainability and trajectory
vibrant pipeline and
not an easy decision for us to
of those cash flows over time,
invest in a long-only equity
expect to continue to
looking at the propensity for
manager. That said, if a really
have a vibrant pipeline in growth and durability. And that
good long-only, large cap equity
approach applies to both asset
terms of deal flow.
manager walked through the door
managers and wealth managers,
and we liked them and felt that
although there are different
their future looked bright, we
drivers in play.
would be open to them as well.
We have a vibrant pipeline and expect to continue
to have a vibrant pipeline in terms of deal flow.
The boutiques we invest in have done well but
along the way may have a capital need they must
solve for, and the day after a deal with us, they are
just as much in control of their future as they
were before the deal. There are more and more
firms like that every day and to us, this is a really
interesting environment to operate in.
Jakacki: I think valuations are within the historic
band of valuations over time. We are seeing
wealth managers maybe a little bit on the higher
end of that, maybe even into rich territory
because there has been a lot of activity by a
variety of buyer types and seller types. Overall,
I think we’re seeing asset management valuations
in a normal range, but the current crisis may
change that.
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Well-run wealth managers boast of very high
client retention rates across market cycles.
Retention can be a strong driver of the
sustainability of cash flows even when the
organic growth characteristics of wealth
businesses might not be as high as, say, asset
managers who have greater capacity for growth.
On the flip side, asset managers might have a
greater growth track but their assets under
management differ from a wealth manager’s
assets under administration. An asset manager
managing money for institutions might raise
assets in a lumpier fashion and those assets
might not be as sticky as a wealth firm’s,
particularly in the wake of some adverse
performance. We take growth and volatility
characteristics into account, and then form an
assessment of what the right rate of return we

would seek is before making an investment in
that manager.
How is Kudu different from an investment bank
or a competitor firm?
Ruffel: We could talk about our differences all
day long. We’re different from a bank because at
the most basic level we are risk-sharers. And our
open-ended capital differentiates us from other
minority stakes buyers, most obviously private
equity, as we don’t have a fund’s lifespan to deal
with. Rob’s been doing this for a hell of a long
time, and that alone means we understand every
nuance of these partnerships. The world of
asset management is littered with
bad partnerships that looked good
on paper. That’s not us: We’ve
learned how to be good partners.
There are

or another such as liquid or illiquid managers or just
in wealth firms. We have a lot more latitude to
explore opportunities.
What are some common concerns firms you meet
with might have?
Ruffel: Firstly, we explain why it’s so much
easier to do a minority deal than a majority deal.
Many of the issues that investment managers
grapple with when they are selling to a majority
investor just simply are not on the table when
you’re doing a minority deal because control stays
in the hands of management after a minority deal
and, ultimately, control is the key.

The timeline of a deal can be
a concern, but minority interest
deals can be done relatively
few in the
efficiently. They don’t drag on
minority investing
forever and they have a much
Beck: We differ from
landscape
that
have
the
higher, I think, chance of
competitors in three areas.
actually succeeding. You’re
Number one, we have credibility
breadth we do.
much more likely to succeed
in terms of transaction history.
and complete a minority deal
Rob and team have completed
versus a majority sale because
over 35 agreements and have
at the end of the day you’re
probably forgotten more deals
than most others have bid on. Secondly, we try to
not fighting about a lot of stuff.
meet firms where they are. A lot of competitors
will come in and say, “here’s the structure we
What are some of the areas the parties might
want if we’re going to provide you with capital.”
find contentious in a majority deal?
But we realize that no two firms are the same.
Ruffel: Well, management at asset or wealth
Third, Kudu has developed a differentiated
firms would obviously be doing its very best to
business services platform. We have experience
try to ensure that the things that have made them
in asset management and have curated a network
successful in the past are allowed to continue.
to help our partners grow.
That will be an issue in a majority deal. Whereas
in a minority deal, they know they’re going to
Jakacki: There are few in the minority investing
continue as before because they’re in charge.
landscape that have the breadth we do. We invest
in a wide variety of asset managers: liquid,
The source of capital can also be an issue. We
illiquid, traditional, or alternative. We’re
are very well-placed because we have terrific
opportunistic and we’re very selective but we can
capital behind us from a great and storied
invest where we see good opportunities in asset
institution, White Mountains Insurance Group.
managers and wealth managers as well. Our
The duration of their permanent capital is
competitors typically invest in just one segment
effectively open-ended, and they’ve supported
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our deals whereas our world is filled with
intermediaries who have the wrong capital.
What makes capital wrong?
Ruffel: What really makes capital wrong is the
capital owner’s inability to agree on the deals you
want to get done. In other words, if you have a
capital partner that turns down deals you bring
to them, you’ve got the wrong capital. That’s a
perennial problem in our industry. What makes
capital right is the way it behaves and whether it
is permanent or not.

doesn’t help for us to be concerned about what
might happen when we choose our partners – it’s
like a marriage, for better or worse. We’ve also
considered multiple scenarios during our due
diligence process. If they have problems, we’ve
just got to do our level best to be a good partner
through those problems.
Beck: We see firms underperforming or
outperforming relative to assets or budgets and
whether they choose to have us help or not is their
decision. We want them to know we’re here for
them to discuss ideas as a trustworthy advisor with
a vested interest. If they choose not to engage in
any of those services, that’s their right.

We have a close relationship with White
Mountains. We make them aware
What is the history of Kudu
of every investment opportunity
Investment Management?
we’re looking at and the type of
The
way
we
interact
with
structure and the valuation we’re
Jakacki: My previous iteration
the partners
considering. We involve them at an
of the work we do at Kudu was
early stage so there are no
we invest in is
a company called Asset
surprises at the back end, and
best described as
Management Finance that I
we don’t have to go to them when
co-founded in 2003. That journey
“interested passivity.”
we’ve tied down the transaction
ended in 2012 when Credit Suisse,
and risk their not liking it. They’ve
who had bought us along the way,
been remarkable partners and in
could no longer continue to fund
our business that is as rare as hen’s
the business due to regulatory reasons. I was
teeth.
looking for a chance to rebuild what I believed
How does Kudu work with partners after you’ve
then and continue to believe today to be a viable
had a capital event with them and when would
source of capital and a capital solution for
you become concerned about a partner’s
managers that want to stay independent as well
business?
as to find a solution for a capital need that they
have.
Ruffel: I think the way we interact with the
partners we invest in is best described as
As I was looking for the best way to rebuild, I
interested passivity. We make it clear even before
worked with Charlie on a transaction when I was
the deal is done that we’re interested in trying to
consulting for a family office and Charlie was
add value to their businesses but only if they
the banker for a manager that I was looking to
think we can help.
invest in. So I spent a lot of time with Charlie in
the course of that transaction. We had known
We can see what their assets under management
each other a little in the industry before but we
or advisement are and if that number falls, we’d
got to see one another up close.
be concerned but the truth is they’d be
concerned before us. They’d see it happening,
We liked each other’s style and Charlie liked
they’d be more alarmed than we would be. And it
the proposition I was offering the manager.
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The terms of the way we invest and the structure
of our investment I think really connected with
Charlie. He thought there was a deep resonance
with his clients and the firms that he interacts
with in the industry and after spending some time
thinking about it, we said let’s go out and raise
proper capital for this business together. We
teamed up and that was in 2014 with our first
capital raise in early 2015.

met to discuss a challenge that firm was dealing
with. Charlie talked about the business model of
Kudu and I thought it was intriguing. I couldn’t
find a firm out there with a similar alignment of
interests. We now work in concert with each
other’s different styles, networks and experiences
blended together to provide complimentary
insight and support.
How would you describe Kudu’s philosophy?

Ruffel: I had spent a big chunk of my career
running a financial information/publishing
Beck: We believe that the future of alpha is in
company and sold that business in 2009. I was
boutique asset managers and RIAs who exhibit
working as an investment banker doing sell-side
fiduciary characteristics. This is where we want
asset management deals. I had Rob come in and
to invest over time.
pitch this solution to my client
Ruffel: We also believe that the
and quite frankly it was a bit of a
future of asset and wealth
The critical element of
revelation to me. I just thought it
management doesn’t just belong
was an incredibly elegant solution
deciding whether to
to the Blackstones and BlackRocks
and what I took away from that
partner
with
a
firm
of the world. There’s a huge and
meeting was that this proposition
is a deep understanding vibrant opportunity for boutiques,
was going to be an attractive one
and boutiques can bring a lot of
for a lot of the managers I was
of the people running
different skillsets and facets of their
seeing.
the firm and making
businesses to the table that make
them attractive to both institutional
sure that we have a
So I jumped at the chance to get
and retail investors.
a little further into discussions to
solid connection as
understand the economics on
potential partners.
But the one thing they can’t
Rob’s side of the table and once I’d
solve are capital problems such as
done that, I understood that it was
generational transfers, partner
a huge opportunity but if the idea
liquidity or growth finance. One thing that the
was going to be taken any further we needed to
marketplace was missing was the type of capital
raise capital. We raised our first capital and put
these boutiques could use to achieve their goals
that money to work and then we had enough
without subverting what they’re trying to do,
proof of the concept. Rob’s whole body of work
without selling their businesses or, even worse,
is a proof of concept in this regard, but we
selling them to a private equity shop which
needed to show that we could actually convert
just doesn’t work in the asset management
some of the pipeline deals, which we did, and
space. I saw the beginnings of that when I
that led indirectly to the capital we have now.
first sat across the table from Rob.
Beck: I joined Kudu in 2018. After 25 years
Why do you think private equity doesn’t work for
working for some of the world’s largest asset
asset or wealth managers?
management firms, I stepped back and served on
a number of boards and was teaching on the
Jakacki: A few reasons. First and most notably,
West Coast. Charlie and I were both advisory
there’s a structural problem with private equity.
board members for a fintech company and we
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A private equity investment, by its design, needs
to generate a return to its limited partners in the
form of a liquidation over a stated period of time
within the fund’s life.
Just that simple premise really gets in the way of
an asset manager or wealth management firm
looking to stay its course of independence without
being uncertain about the future ownership of the
business that a bank could cause. Furthermore,
clients and consultants are alive to that issue and
will often penalize managers who undertake
transactions with private equity firms because
of a lack of clarity about the firm’s future.

I oversee the investment function of the
business so I get into the weeds of the
transactions, and Charlie and Lee spend a lot of
time working with firms on how we can be
helpful partners
to them as part of a broader relationship.

Ruffel: Rob and I work in tandem because
when we present Kudu to people as more
than just a single individual, it gives off a really
good sign. Rob does all the deals, so he works
incredibly hard and he runs the analysts and the
deal team, which obviously is a big chunk of
what he does, and he’s better equipped to do
that than anyone.
Beck: The team is a continuous
Also, many private equity groups
feedback loop. We constantly share
need to play an active role in the
thoughts and ideas and there is
firms they invest in, whether in its
We
try
to
provide
no ego in ownership of outcomes.
day-to-day activities or by trying to
We try to provide the best possible
increase efficiencies. Sometimes
the best possible
outcomes to our three
that’s absolutely needed, and firms
outcomes to our
stakeholders: our investment
often need help and sometimes a
three stakeholders:
partners, our capital partners and
private equity team can be a
solution. But the managers we
our investment partners, our
employees. My role is 80/20. The
invest in are healthy, well-run
our capital partners
20 percent is spent introducing
organizations, and we’re making
and
our
employees.
Kudu to the marketplace and
a bet on their current team and
evaluating and validating potential
their ability to continue to operate
investment opportunities. The
effectively and efficiently without
remainder is spent curating our
undue influence from the outside.
Many times, private equity just doesn’t fit
business services platform to assist
our
partners
with
their challenges and to help
that profile effectively.
build their strengths.
How do the three of you work together?
How do you work Kudu’s pipeline?
Jakacki: Charlie and I do a lot of the sourcing for new
Jakacki: Charlie, Lee and I have hundreds of
investment opportunities for Kudu, sometimes
meetings a year, like everyone else in this
individually and sometimes by meeting with firms
together. We agree that the critical element of deciding business will tell you. Of those 300-400
whether to partner with a firm is a deep understanding meetings we had last year, we identified a little
over 50 deep opportunities where we evaluated
of the people running the firm and making sure that
prospective investments, exploring information
we have a solid connection as potential partners with
that was sent to us and doing a deep dive to
the individuals who will be our partners for the
foreseeable future. A lot of our energy is spent on that explore the viability of those opportunities.
Many we actively opted out of because they
and we oftentimes do that together.
were just not a right fit or for structural reasons.
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Of those 50 or so on the short list, we closed on
five last year. So roughly 10% of the deals that we
explored we transacted on. We have the ability to
execute but we are selective – there needs to be
that fit and that mutual recognition of the
partnership characteristics that we both share.
What is the plan for Kudu going forward?
Any plans to expand?
Ruffel: We think the pace we are on now is pretty
good. The ability to put maybe $250 million a year
to work in five to eight deals sounds about right.
We have 11 people who work here, and almost
half our team are immigrants – from Vietnam,
Korea, South Africa and Australia. I’m delighted
to say that doesn’t sound like a typical Wall Street
firm.

Kudu Investment Management

and its affiliates provide asset managers worldwide with
durable capital solutions tailored to special situations:
generational ownership transfers, legacy partner liquidity,
management buyouts, and acquisition and growth
finance. Kudu also offers a range of strategic advisory
services to help its asset manager partners sustain and
expand their businesses while remaining independent.
Kudu’s capital partner is White Mountains Insurance
Group, Ltd. (NYSE: WTM)
For more information about Kudu, please visit
www.kuduinvestment.com

DISCLAIMER: The material in this presentation is for the purpose of
providing information about Kudu Investment Management, LLC, its
affiliates, and its investment strategies. The information in this presentation
is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in any
investment fund or for the provision of any investment management or
advisory services. Any such offer or solicitation will be made only by means
of a confidential private offering memorandum relating to a particular fund
or investment management contract and only in those jurisdictions where
permitted by law.
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